nations-of th se four pediatricians is intricately enmeshed with their practices
and with their eliefs, "pati ent experiences and social priorities.'" Lessons for
medical ethics rom these articulate, compassionate physician voices include the
need for attenti n to the content and centrality of the physician-patient relationship as an ethi al obligation and a moral good, and attention to matters of policy
and guidance r garding the interrelation of religious and professional ethics.

healer and religious leader.' Likewise, the opening words
Hippocratic oath reflect an awareness of the close connection b
and religion: "I swear by Apollo the physician and Aesculapius
gods and goddesses ...." This long and widespread association b
and di vine power is hardly surpri sing. If, as Job declares, it is God
and takes it away (Job 1:21 ), healing is nothing less than a manif
very power channeled through human practitioners. From thi s pers
exaggeration to suggest that medicine is the most inherently relig
fessions, for it aspires to preserve and extend that most precious
life itself.

Modern western medicine, grounded as it is in the natural scien
tle if anything with this traditional, religious view of healing. Espe
decades, as the state of medical technology has advanced dramatic
tific character of med ical practice has been greatly reinforced . Med
continues to reflect a strongly scientific, mechanistic perspective
dents are taught the biochemistry of the human organism, the app
macological remedies for various diseases, and the technologies

establishing clear, causal connections bet een specific religious beliefs or practices and specific professional attitudes. I their place, I discovered that each of
these physicians is profoundly aware and a preciative of the religious dimensions
of his medical practice, even if not all wou d identify those dimensions in similar
ways or even construe them as "religious."

THE PARTICIPANTS
"... a doctor; like a writer; must hav a voice of his own, something that
conveys the timbre, the rhythm, the diction and the music of his humanity. ... '"
In choosing participants for this project I attempted to select individuals with
significant Jewish commitments who also had an interest in issues of faith and
medicine as well as the willingness and i lination to discuss them with me.' In
the interests of ensuring some common ali y of professional experience and providing a basis for comparing their views, I ecided to interview only pediatricians
and pediatric specialists. 9 I also attempted 0 achieve some diversity with respect

responded, "Being married for twenty years, and all the natural ups
raising five children . . . and the ups and downs you have as a pa
made me a much better doctor."
David Lee, born in Minneapolis and trained at the University
has practiced pediatrics for twenty years and speaks with pride ab
of his patients. Studious by nature and clearly drawn to medicine
intellectual challenges it offers (he was a math major in college), h
who appears somewhat self-conscious as he answers questions in
sured way. Jewish summer camp was among the most formative e
his teen years, a tradition that continues with his children. He is n
in his Jewish practice and struggles to integrate his Judaism with the
sions of his life. Asked what aspects of his practice he is most
responded, "Being intellectually honest, educating parents and pati
izing how to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of my patients."
Mace Goldfarb has been practicing pediatrics for more than thi
small clinic of mostly Jewish physicians. He considered internal me

analyze the views of each physician in his ow
ways in which their responses coalesced wer
ual differences among them, important as the
ber of significant perspectives in common; in
to convey some of the moral and religious di
collectively experience it.

Stacy Ro ack is a pediatric surgeon ho began his medical training intending
to go into ac demic medicine and cert in that surgery was the one specialty he
would .never hoose. A person who val s the opportunity to see the results of his
efforts prom tly, he answers questions bout his professional values confidently
and without esitation, reflecting the s rt of decisiveness one might expect of a
surgeon. Th only adopted child of Je ish immigrants who fled Eastern Europe
during Wor! War II, his Jewish values ere influenced by their Zionism and concern for social issues. He expresses a eep sense of comfort with Jewish ritual,
although he is considerably less certa· about his faith in God. In response to
questions ab ut relationships with pati nts, he mused, "I guess I was a little bit
more of a 'h Iistic-y' type guy before t at word was even on the map .... To me
it's a lot mo e of a personal encounter han an event-driven encounter. I just find
it not within my frame of reference to rop out of the picture."
Galen Br ningstall is a pediatric ne rologist who began his career in an academIc POSltlO at Temple University but hen moved into private practice in search
of more ext ded and meaningful relat onships with patients. Given the nature of

right. As I quickl
more instructive
might be. In fact,
resenting these pe
ensions of medica

THE MORAL DIMENSIONS OF ME ICAL PRACT

Physicians have moral responsibilities that move in several di
patients and their families, colleagues, their e ployers, and soci
the purposes of this study, I have restricted m focus to the first o
As a practical matter, physicians typically sp nd the greatest pro
time with patients, and so that would appear t be the natural con
raise questions about their professional ethics. Moreover, whateve
tribution of their time, caring for patients arg ably is the essence
professional life, the work for which they are rained. Certainly, i

cd

heart conditions. Quite literally, they hold the health and the very lives of our children in their hands. And, of course, dramatic advances in medical technology
have further enhanced this power, especially with respect to the treatment of premature infants and newborns with congenital abnormalities. The pediatricians
and pediatric specialists I spoke with were obviously well aware of the ways in
which parents-especially first-time parents-rely on their advice and their
power to heal. More than once they acknowledged that they liked being trusted;
clearly, they derive some professional satisfaction from being able to use their
expertise to help others. Karasov and Goldfarb both remarked on the fact that it
is "a good feeling" when parents rely on their judgment, a sentiment that the others would very likely share.
Patients encounter the power of physicians in a myriad of other ways.
Physicians control access to medication, to tests and special therapies of all sorts,
and, in many health plans, to specialists with expertise in the particular area of
concern to the patient. As parents have become increasingly well informed and
proactive about the health care their children receive, they tum to pediatricians

especially early in their careers, sometimes wit disastrous result
ences were invariably chastening. Karasov spok of misdiagnosin
appendicitis as an experience that "will stick wi me for the rest
Breningstall recalled a missed diagnosis of me ingitis that resu
death as probably "overt error and incompetenc ." Aware that the
fect, they also recognize that they cannot allow rrors, however se
bilize them. In Roback's words, "You have t cut your losses
However they choose to deal with their mista s, the very fact
limited and imperfect practitioners presents a oral challenge: h
the likelihood that they will make errors that c mpromise the qu
they provide and how best to learn from those ors when they d
Moreover, the state of medical knowledge is tself imperfect, a
cians may appreciate more fully and accept more readily th
Goldfarb commented, "So much of what we d in medicine is
lot of what we do is trial and error." That bein the case, physi
questions about what therapies to employ and e peciaJly about w

apparent that the moral texture of thei professional lives is multifaceted. With
power, in all its forms, comes responsib lity, although the best ways of exercising
that power and the precise extent of tha responsibility are rarely clear-cut. When
confronted with the limitations on on's power, or its absence altogether, the
moral questions that arise are hardly ess profound. For even when they find
themselves unable to do successfully hat their professional training has prepared them to do, they continue to feel responsibility to the well-being of those
entrusted to their care. In such cases, t e challenge is to define and fulfill a kind
of responsibility that can no longer b defined or fulfilled strictly within the
bounds of professional competence.
As I listened to these physifians dis u~s these ~spects of t~ei: m~ral duties to
patients, I was struck by the extent to hich certam charactenstIc vIrtues repeatedly emerged as central to their profess' anal lives. Indeed, they often used virtually identical language to describe the ays in which they respond to certain sorts
of situations, or think about their role a physician and the values that guide their
practice. These values and virtues are hat might be called the "goods internal to
the practice of pediatrics," as these six physicians see them. 13 That is, the moral
challenges facing physicians who trea children can be met most successfully
when certain characteristic human qual ties are cultivated; this particular profes-

Compassion, as these physicians understand it, is intrin
care, not extraneous or superfluous. As Roback put it, "It
early on that the people who cared were in fact the best do
that's probably correct. [There were] people with a grea
and/or who were very skilled with their hands, but if they d
in the patient encounter it became adverse." Goldfarb offer
nation for the fact that compassion is essential to medical
direction or advice to people if they don't think you like them
are something special." In short, patients will not take yo
heart if they don't feel that you care about them as human b
because, as many have observed, patients don't deal with th
from a comfortable, therapeutic distance; they live with th
medical condition, if serious or long-lasting, affects all as
Little wonder, then, that they are better patients if they sens
appreciate their human situation, as distinct from caring abo
dition.
Thus, all these doctors readily affirmed that compassi
about attending, in the words of the Christian ethicist Paul R
as person."17 Even as he questioned cliches about treating the

emotions of the parents of the patients." arasov, speaking from the perspective
of a general pediatrician, reflected, "So uch of what we're dealing with is stuff
that's going to get better on its own any ay. Really what we're doing as doctors
is reassuring people and letting their bo ies heal themselves. It's more the emotional comfort that we give them, rather t an the physical healing." And Goldfarb
noted that treating people is "about givin people a chance to open up, not about
the disease but about their lives and wha they do, what makes them tick."
Compassion and its correlate, conce for the human situation of the patient,
can express themselves in numerous co crete ways . Sometimes it means ordering tests that one knows will produce no ew information of medical significance,
as a way of relieving the anxiety of p ents concerned about their children's
health. At other times, it means suggesti to parents that they explore alternative
therapies, even if one has little confide ce that they will work, again because
doing so is important to their emotional ell-being. Almost invariably, it necessitates listening attentively for what the pa ient is saying "between the lines," seizing opportunities to address the emotio al and psychological dimensions of a
medical condition, as well as the willing ess to show through one's gestures and
in the tone of one's voice that one apprec ates the existential situation of those one
treats. However it may be expressed, all f the physicians who participated in this
study insisted that compassion must be more than just a feeling or attitude; it

tragedy. He recognizes that for parents in such situations c
a means of dealing with their grief, and participating in t
what he signed on for when he chose to become a pediatric
For each of these doctors, then, compassion entails a wil
scope of their involvement in patients' lives, to demonstra
sional concern for the aspects of their condition that they
treat but human concern for their condition as a whole. In
have seen, they view this level of concern as integral to pro
the narrower sense. And yet it is equally evident that comp
itself in ways that are quite extrinsic to the therapeutic e
analysis, it involves reenvisioning one's professional role in
serves and with it the very purpose of the professional en
most dramatically: "Though I'm not sure that I've ever writ
labus, or in the objectives for my rotation, what I want to
to nurture the souls of their patients." In whatever individu
doctors might state this, it is their awareness that their pat
that proper medical care must reflect that fact-that und
expressions of compassion.

as well as actual ones, led some to reflect n this need for humility. Karasov put
it starkly: "Every patient who walks thro gh the door is a potential save or a
potential screwup. So it keeps you humble" For Karasov, recognizing the power
that he wields-to cure or to destroy lives reminds him to be exceedingly cautious. In short, knowing what they don't now, and knowing how serious their
own mistakes can be (and sometimes ha e been), these physicians affirm the
importance of cultivating humility. While one reflected directly on the question
of what would happen to their profession I practice if they failed to acquire this
virtue, it is not hard to infer the answer fr m the stories they related. Somewhat
paradoxically, then, the very power they have over the lives of their pediatric
patients reinforces a certain humility, for at is what helps ensure that they will
wield that power responsibly.
But humility is rooted as well in the aw reness that medical science is limited.
Goldfarb put this most succinctly in qu ting Maimonides, the great medieval
Jewish philosopher and physician: "The ar of healing is vast and the mind of man
is puny." Most often, these physicians art culated the importance of humility in
the context of their awareness that the res Its of what they do are so often unpredictable. Patients get well who they e pected would not, and vice versa.
Reflecting on this fact, Karasov commen ed, "It's made me a lot more humble.

edge in general, Kohen's sense of humility comes from an awa
ing takes place. The healing process requires the active coope
without which all the physician's expertise will not produce
Lee echoed the same sentiment when he said, "If someone
consider that I healed them. They say that doctors think they
I'm not God. So I don't think doctors should credit them
patients get better, other than that they made the right diagnos
is expressed metaphorically by Rachel Naomi Remen, a pedia
with cancer patients has earned her national recognition: "See
human beings brings medicine closer to gardening than to car
rosebush. A rosebush is a living process, and as a student of
learn to prune, to nurture and cooperate with it in ways that a
pen,' to maximize the life force in it even in the presence of d

Hope

In the course of treating patients, these physicians often r
well-being, and sometimes the specific outcome of their trea
on the patients' own attitude. Accordingly, several of them exp

adversely affect the healing process.
Breningstall focused on the value of ho e for the parents of children with
difficult conditions. "Both the notion of con ying to parents that they have a certain competence, that there is an expectatio that they will be able to surmount
whatever situation they are dealing with
the moment, trying to give them
confidence, things can improve-that's a v ry important part of things. Giving
people that feeling that they can make c oices, and that those can be good
choices, is an important part of what we do" Here providing hope is less about
affecting the result than it is about helping arents cope with the difficulties of a
seriously ill child. For Breningstall, and I uspect for others as well, providing
hope is closely related to compassion as it as described above. Insofar as one
cares about the human situation of the patie t (and in pediatrics that must include
the patient's family), one's responsibility s to give them the confidence and
resources necessary to cope with that situati n.
When I discussed hope as an element of edical care with Sheldon Berkowitz,

(some positive, some negative) whose example taught a valuable
qualities essential to medical practice. For many, personal exper
a role as well. Breningstall noted that he lost a son to Sudd
Syndrome (SIDS) and that, in his words, "that was a very powerf
ing [his] approach to individuals with devastating problems ...
having personal tragedy helps make you a better doctor." Ko
aware that his work with the Navaho opened his perspective dra
him an appreciation for the fact that "we're all on this planet to
all need to help one another."

Interspersed with these reflections on the ethics of medical
virtues of compassion, humility, and hope, these physicians sp
about their religious perspectives, on life in general, and on the p
2
icine in particular. ' Their responses to questions about their be
about "sacred" moments in their practice provide important evi
way they understand their responsibilities as professionals and
physicians. We turn next to these religious dimensions of medica

and other times I feel like it doesn't matter.... There's a lot of stuff tha happens
in our daily life that I'm very clear that I d n't understand. And I'm v ry clear
that it's real and that it has something to do 'th powers that abound. M st of the
time I'm very content to say, 'That's about od in our lives.' 1 don't u derstand
it other than that."
The striking fact here is not that these p ysicians struggle to make sense of
their religious intuitions about the world in re ation to their scientific ou look, but
that all of them appeared very comfortabl with the uncertainty in erent in
acknowledging a mysterious, unknowable e ment in their lives. Even Roback,
who was least certain about belief in God, id not find it threatening: ''I'm not
uncomfortable with belief in God. I'm com~ rtable in saying, 'I hope t ere is.' "
This awareness of the a-rational component f experience, and a corre 'ponding
openness to the possibility that some divine orce is at work in the wo ld, was a
frequent refrain in our conversations.
Beyond acknowledging the possibility of od's existence, these doc ors often
expressed a sense that their professional ork was complementary 0 God's.

other words, sayi g that this is the right way to do it." On those
felt a distinct sens that God was aiding him n reaching the righ
thing that he has onsciously prayed for at 0 her times. Brening
sought divine assi tance at difficult moments in his practice: "I th
of times when yo pause and ask for help a you're going into
as] 'I really need orne support and strength to meet with these
this or that, I feel retty helpless and inept ri ht now. Please giv
to deal with this i an adequate way.' "
Lee and Roba k were explicit about the act that they some
power to help pa .ents deal with their illne ses. Lee affirmed,
prayer, in the po er of prayer. But there ha to be an appropria
not a prayer for t e physically impossible] . " I think positive
probably have en ouraged people to pray ... though I certainl
with them." Roba k, again in a less explicit y religious vein, c
sort of feel like an positive vibes that you ca throw at a situatio
going to hurt. I d n't think I ever go throug the verbal recitati

acle .... Ev n in a biologic sense, it's a miracle. And we don't even
know yet h w big a miracle it is, though it seems to me that every day
and every eek, the idea of how incredible the whole thing is comes
to the fore. .. It's a biological concert, but if the third string violinist is not hi ting a note that's exactly right, and I was sitting in the
auditorium nd listening, I probably couldn't tell, but.in a biologic
model, it's fatal flaw. That, to me, is fairly extraordinary. We're all
sort of sta ding on a rug that could be jerked out literally at any
moment. It s pretty amazing what goes on. And we're only at the
periphery 0 it.
Both the frag lity and the complexity of human life impress Roback and
plainly evoke a s nse of awe. For his part, Karasov was clear that this sense of
awe grows with ne's years in practice. He noted that, after a certain amount of
experience, you I am that you cannot learn everything and that the goal is not the
mastery of all th re is to know. At that point it becomes possible "to appreciate
what you don't k ow instead of just being scared by it."

have lost a child in surgery: "Sacred moments are those diff
you and the fam ly and you've got those critical few mome
grabbing on to t e meaning of what you're saying and [tryin
come out of it th t is somehow comforting or spiritual ... fo
tend to be fairly, almost like religious experiences." He spok
special connecti n that develops in such situations between
surgeon, precise because he is the last person who had co
during his or he life. "To the extent that you can answer a
relieve the burde and lessen the guilt, ease the transition ..
else that can do t at." As he put it, in those moments, "[Y]ou
doctor." Clearly, oback is comfortable in this pastoral role
part and parcel f his responsibility as a physician to offer
whatever ways h is able.
Other physici ns, dealing with less dramatic situations, a
ing to the spiritu I concerns of patients and their families is
tice, or should e. Noting that there is definitely a "pasto

Finally, some of the doctors in this study learly regard medical practice as a
"calling," that is, as a kind of religious respo sibility. Kohen was explicit in this
regard: "I think it [medicine] is holy work. I on't have any doubt about that." He
related this to the Jewish concept of tikkun lam, "repairing the world," a commitment that he has come to appreciate in reasingly as he has grown older.
Goldfarb echoed the same sentiments, thoug it was less clear how frequently or
explicitly this guides his sense of what it me ns to be a doctor. Breningstall, for
his part, reflected at some length about the r Ie that God wanted him to play, the
work that he was put on earth to do. "The one question that does inspire, time and
time again ... is, okay, what do You [i.e., od] want from me now, what am I
supposed to be doing? Am I doing what I'm supposed to be doing? ... Clearly,
in this very complicated world there was som reason why I was supposed to have
acquired a medical education and was suppo ed to have acquired competence in
pediatric neurology. Given that that's the cas ,am I doing what I'm supposed to
be doing?" Breningstall's questions betray deeply religious conception of his
profession and, so too, of the duties that it e tails.

pretive question that must be faced at the conclusion of t
whether these two sets of reflections are interrelated and, if s
out to investigate the ways in which religion shapes the moral
cians, I confront the problem of looking for connections be
and moral lives of these professionals that they themselves d
itly. Two quite different ways of interpreting this material sug
On the one hand, it is tempting to conclude that the religiou
physicians do indeed shape their professional ethics in a num
first place, the virtues that they identify as central to their p
compassion, humility, and hope-have religious overtones
them. Caring for children as people (in addition to caring fo
correlates with their sensitivity to the spiritual dimensions of
and their conviction that these matters require their attention a
sense of humility appears to flow not only from the awaren
fallibility but also (and perhaps primarily) from their sense
professional work in the context of God's work, that they are a

eral they have not consciously thought of themselves in these terms. If, as they
attest, providing compassion and hope are as essential to medical care as providing penicillin and regular physicals, it could be partly because they understand
healing as something they provide with God 's help and with profound respect for
the divine spark present in all human life. To those who study religion, it would
come as no surprise that one's religious perspective on life could tutor one's sense
of professional responsibility-from the way physicians talk to patients and parents
about difficult issues to the way they think about routine questions of prescribing
drugs and choosing between alternative courses of treatment. In short, it could well
be that these physicians practice medicine as they do because they are the sort of
people they are, people shaped in part by their religious commitmentS or, absent
firm commitments, by their openness to religious experiences of the world.
Yet this conclusion, however plausible, must not be accepted uncritically, for
there is another way to interpret the evidence, a way that does not assume a causal
connection between their religious views and their professional ethics. To see that
this is so, we need only ask the following question: How shall we interpret any of

children in an examining room and learning how to listen atten
all, is what we meant earlier by referring to compassion, hum
goods "internal to the practice" of medicine; the practice itsel
moral traits. On this interpretation, their religious sensibilities
ment, and not necessarily the most important one, in a complex
that shape their attitudes and choices.

Perhaps that accounts for the difficulty virtually everyone o
had in answering questions about how they acquired their sense
sibility. While they could all point to various factors, they were
about the source of their professional ethics. I suspect that this v
not lack of self-awareness but genuine uncertainty about their
opment as physicians. So many experiences, professional and othe
into play that they can hardly be expected to identify which hav
While we can choose to interpret the data before us as evid
ence of religion on professional life, the converse is equally p
medical practice itself may have tutored their sense of religios
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the moral lives they lead from the theoretical discussions fou
textbooks on professional ethics.27 One can only wonder ho
books would read if they attended to the richly textured mor
doctors whose reflections are presented here.
A second set of implications follows for those engaged in
Each of the participants in this study acknowledged that he
more expansive, holistic sense of his moral responsibilities
his medical training. Moreover, each seemed to feel that i
advantageous had that been otherwise. Even now, while the
courses taught in medical schools has increased substantially,
religion in the moral life of the medical professional seems to
Partly, no doubt, this neglect reflects the fact that medical tra
entific in character and is assumed to be quite separate from (
tension with) religious life. Despite the long association be
healing noted at the outset of this essay, contemporary physic
no preparation to think about the religious questions that mig

religious sensitivi ies that they express canno be denied, and this fact in itself has
important implica ions that point in a numbe of directions.
First, studies 0 professional ethics have I gely overlooked certain di ensions
of medical practic ,insofar as they have de ned the scope of professio al ethics
as the minimal st ndards of behavior that m st be maintained in order 0 uphold
the moral integrit of the profession. In th case of physicians, such tandards
include the duty 0 confidentiality, the duty provide the best quality f professional service po sible, and the duty to p otect public health, amo g others.
Failure to fulfill y of these duties would onstitute "unprofessional" behavior
and, in severe cas s, might warrant disciplin ry action by appropriate a thorities.
Yet, as these inte iews amply attest, there i a great deal more to the oral life
of professionals than merely remaining ithin the bounds of pr fessional
conduct.
Each patient ncounter potentially pro ides opportunities to pr ctice the
virtues of compas ion, humility, and hope. ecause each professional ncounter
is also a human e counter, physicians alway have the option ofbringi g to it the
}
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Certainly, this 'lence can be interpreted in more than one way. Perhaps these
physicians have di lCUity connecting their Jewish lives to their professional lives
because they do t experience a deep connection. What happens in the synagogue or in their wn homes as they perform Jewish rituals and recite ancient
prayers simply do s not spill over into their work as physicians. Perhaps quite the
opposite is the ca e-that the connection between their Jewish experience and
their experience as physicians is so natural, so unconscious, that they have a hard
time articulating it Or perhaps those connections are felt strongly but understood
only vaguely, so at they simply lack the vocabulary to identify the ways in
which these relate dimensions of their lives intersect.'9
However one r ads the evidence here, I suggest that this disjunet represents a
failure, or at least a missed opportunity, for the rabbis and the synagogue communities to which ese physicians belong. After all, Judaism has a great deal to
say about God's r Ie in healing, the power of prayer, and the duty to offer healing and comfort t the sick, to name but a few of the salient topics from our
conversations. For their part, these physicians certainly have a well-developed
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navigating the world that they open up to us. In all, they offe
sions about the relationship between religion and ethics in
sionals, not even in the lives of the handful of individuals st
stories help us to see the religious/moral lives of these physic
in the light of that vision, to challenge accepted ways of thi
sional ethics and to raise new questions about the lessons we
experience.

2.

3.
4.
5.

courses to undergraduates and to med·cal students on humanistic values in
medicine. Both contributed in signifi ant ways to my conceptualization of
the issues addressed here. I also wish to thank the six physicians who gave
so generously of their time in respond ng to my questions. I learned a gr~at
deal from each of them and hope that this paper, in addition to representmg
their views accurately, succeeds in co veying the admiration I have for each
of them.
Of course, shamans in native cultures in both the Americas and Africa provide evidence of the widespread belie that the power to heal is supernatural
in origin.
See Numbers 12:1-15.
I Kings 17:17-24.
See John 5:3-9; Matthew 9:27-31; 20:17-19; Mark 10:46-52; Luke
13:10-17, among many such example. It should be noted that stories of holy
men capable of healing circulated in abbinic literature of the same period:
See, for example, the two healing stories of Rabbi Hanina and RabbI
Yohanan; Babylonian Talmud Berakh t 5b.

draw conclusions about whether the values of those i
study were unique, either among those providing pedia
physicians in general.
10. In the end, all those who agreed to participate in this
although it was not my original intent to restrict the stu
group was also somewhat more homogeneous than I in
professional experience, in that all the participants have
least fourteen years. I cannot say the extent to which eit
may have skewed the responses I received.
11. I met with each physician two or three times for a total of
Whil.e I ~ave no way of knowing the extent to which the
candId with me about frequently sensitive matters, each o
me things that did not reflect positively on their professio
genuine and significant self-disclosure. It should also be
the participants in this study reviewed an earlier draft of
an opportunity to suggest additions or corrections. Severa
ticipated in a group discussion of the paper, which helped
views considerably.

19.
20.
21.

22.

general ans ers.
29. Some of the e physicians indicated that their practice of
influenced y their Jewishness, but "n t directly." Wh
what this m ant, Kohen noted that his p actice is "drive
from my fa ily and those are very cle rly Jewish valu
ethnocultura values, not shul [synago ue], scripture-b
extent that t is sentiment is shared, it r inforces two im
traditional J wish texts and beliefs are ot a major facto
ues of these practitioners, and that, no etheless, Jewis
mores may e an important influence 0 them.
30. Again, Bren ngstall may be an excepti n here. Given
practice, he seems most able to artic late the connec
aspects of h s life: "The whole practic of Judaism ..
affirming w y of life that carries over hen things ge
practice. As I'm involved in Jewish Ie rning or religio
aspects of re igious living, it all seems 0 make a coher
everything e se fit together too." And I ter he comment

without compassion was the equivalent of "going through the motions" without real conviction or feeling, and so as disingenuous (and would be recognized as such by patients). Despit these differences, they agreed that
when they identified compassion as a irtue of medical practice, they ~eant
to include the willingness and ability to communicate that compassIOn to
patients through actions.
Remen, Kitchen Table Wisdom, 225.
Dr. Sheldon Berkowitz, personal com unication, July 22, 1998.
I use the term "religious," as scholars f religion often do, to refer to the attitudes of awe and reverence in respon e to the transcendent dimensions of
human life. The physicians themselve , in keeping with contemporary parlance, might refer to these experience or attitudes as "spiritual," reserving
the term "religious" for things connec ed to organized religious groups and
established religious traditions. The ifference, in this instance, is strictly
semantic.
Arthur Kleinman, The Illness Narrat ves (New York: Basic Books, 1988),
210.
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